Model selection in non-nested hidden Markov models for ion channel gating.
An important task in the application of Markov models to the analysis of ion channel data is the determination of the correct gating scheme of the ion channel under investigation. Some prior knowledge from other experiments can reduce significantly the number of possible models. If these models are standard statistical procedures nested like likelihood ratio testing, provide reliable selection methods. In the case of non-nested models, information criteria like AIC, BIC, etc., are used. However, it is not known if any of these criteria provide a reliable selection method and which is the best one in the context of ion channel gating. We provide an alternative approach to model selection in the case of non-nested models with an equal number of open and closed states. The models to choose from are embedded in a properly defined general model. Therefore, we circumvent the problems of model selection in the non-nested case and can apply model selection procedures for nested models.